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A B S T R A C T

Hybrid power generation systems are a promised solution for the recent environmental problems. Energy storage
systems are an inseparable part of the hybrid systems and flow batteries are one of the newest storage systems.
One of the advantages of the flow batteries is the uncoupled power and energy capacity. But this study shows
that in combination with solar panels and solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), and due to economic, environmental, and
reliability point of view, the power and the energy capacity of the flow battery must be chosen relatively to
obtain a suitable solution. In addition the effect of the number of solar panels, the power of SOFC and the current
density of SOFC on the economic, environmental and reliability operation of the hybrid system is considered.
And suitable values for these parameters are recommended.

1. Introduction

The growth of the world population and mechanical life has resulted
in the increment of electricity demand. The conventional electricity
generation systems use non-renewable resources such as oil, gas and
coals. Usage of these resources contributes to the increasing emission of
greenhouse gasses. Lack of these resources, the current increase in
global fuel prices and the environmental problems encourages nations
to find alternative resources for supplying energy. Therefore renewable
energy systems have become increasingly popular Worldwide.
Renewable energy has an important problem, unreliability. One of the
solutions for this problem is the use of hybrid systems. Most of the
hybrid systems consist of a renewable power generation (wind turbine,
photovoltaic panel, etc.), auxiliary power generation (diesel generator,
micro gas turbine, SOFC, etc.) and storage systems (different types of
batteries, super capacitor energy storage, superconducting magnetic
energy storage, etc.). Interest in the development of flow batteries for
large-scale grid storage is growing. Flow batteries store at least one of
the electrode's active materials externally from the electrode. This ar-
chitecture allows independent scaling of the battery's rated power and
energy. The characteristics of the reactor (i.e. reaction sites, membrane,
and current collectors) determine the battery power and the volume of
the tank which stores the active material determines the battery energy.
Isa et al. (2016) used a cogeneration system to supply heat and power of
a hospital building load in Malaysia. Their cogeneration system con-
sisted of grid connected photovoltaic (PV), fuel cell, and battery. The
HOMER simulation software was used to perform the techno-economic
analysis and the proposed system was then compared with other

possible configurations. Their simulation result showed that, the pro-
posed cogeneration system has the lowest TNPC, LCOE and operating
cost. Wu et al. (2015) considered a hybrid power system consists of PV,
battery, PEMFC (proton exchange membrane fuel cell). A wastewater-
to-hydrogen processor was proposed to produce the high-purity hy-
drogen for PEMFC. A techno-economic optimization algorithm was
used to minimize the LCE and LPSP to ensure the power reliability and
the lowest cost of electricity. Hosseini et al. (2013) presented a re-
sidential photovoltaic- hydrogen solid oxide fuel cell hybrid system.
The electricity unit cost over the system lifetime was determined with
an exergoeconomic analysis. Sadeghi and Ameri (2014) studied a multi-
objective optimization of a hybrid system included photovoltaic panels,
batteries, and a solid oxide fuel cell according to different fuels for solid
oxide fuel cell. Their Results showed that the most appropriate fuel for
SOFC in the hybrid system is natural gas. Merei et al. (2013) performed
a modeling and optimization of a stand-alone hybrid energy system that
consists of photovoltaic panels, a wind turbine, a diesel generator, and
batteries. Three different types of batteries (lithium-ion, lead-acid and
vanadium redox-flow) and their combination was considered to storage
and was showed the best solution is the combination of redox-flow
battery and the renewable power sources. Akikur et al. (2014) pre-
sented the performance assessment of a co-generation system to deliver
electrical and thermal energy using the solar energy and the reversible
solid oxide fuel cell. They considered three operation modes: a solar-
solid oxide fuel cell mode, a solar-solid oxide steam electrolyzer mode,
and a SOFC mode. They achieved that the overall system efficiency for
the solar-SOFC mode is 23%, for the solar-SOSE mode is 20% and for
the SOFC mode is 83.6%. Karakoulidis et al. (2011) modeled a
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renewable energy system that meets a known electric load with the
combination of a photovoltaic array, a diesel generator and batteries.
The HOMER software was used to modeling, optimization and simu-
lation of the proposed system. Different combinations of PV, generators,
and batteries sizes were compared to determine the optimal combina-
tion of the system on the basis of the Net Present Cost method. Singh
and Baredar (2016) simulated and optimized the sun oriented photo-
voltaic, fuel cell, biomass gasifier generator set, battery backup and
power conditioning unit for an educational institute in India. HOMER
simulator was used and the cost of energy (COE) of a biomass gasifier
generator set, solar PV and fuel cell hybrid system had been found to be
15.064 Rs/kWh.

This study considers a combination of solar panels as the main
source of power, solid oxide fuel cell as a power auxiliary system, and
the flow battery as the storage system. The hybrid system will be op-
timized from economic, environmental and reliability point of view.
One of the features of flow batteries is the capability of independent
selection of the power and energy capacity. The present work considers
the effect of this ability of the flow batteries on the multi-objective
optimization of the proposed hybrid system. Results show that for se-
lection the best optimum situation, the flow battery power and energy
capacity must choose in relative to each other and a relation will be
recommended to this selection. In addition the operation of the hybrid
system according to variation of the number of solar panels, the power
of SOFC and the current density of SOFC is studied.

2. System description

The hybrid system consists of the solar panels, solid oxide fuel cell
and its equipment, flow battery, inverter, and a system controller. Fig. 1
shows the block diagram of the hybrid system. Solar panels absorb solar
radiation and generate power to supply the load. Fig. 2 shows Monthly
average electric power consumption of 500 typical households. While
the excess PV power is greater than the flow battery power capacity, it
is stored in the flow battery. Otherwise, some of the excess power that is
the difference between the excess PV power and the flow battery power
wastes. In some hours the PV power is lower than the load and so the
flow battery can supplies the difference between PV power and the
load. But it is possible that the power capacity or the stored energy of
the flow battery is not enough to supply this difference. In such hours,
the SOFC start to generate the needed power. But also there are some
hours that the auxiliary system cannot generate the needed load. These
hours is summed to calculate the unreliability of the system. Fig. 3
shows the system solving algorithm.

3. Mathematical modeling

3.1. Solar panels

The solar radiation data was obtained from Kerman Meteorological
Organization. Fig. 4 shows the average solar radiation data for different

months for the studied location. The HDKR model (Duffie and
Beckman, 1990) is used to estimate the total solar radiation incident on
the sloping surfaces. Hourly power output from PV system is given by

= η ηP I P APV T m pc f PV (1)

where Apv is the total area of the PV modules in m2; ηm is the module
reference efficiency (0.11); Pf is the packing factor (0.91); ηpc is the
power conversion efficiency (0.83) Sadeghi and Ameri, 2014; and the
nominal power of a PV panel is considered 200W.

3.2. Solid oxide fuel cell

SOFCs offer a clean, low-pollution technology to electrochemically
generate electricity at high efficiencies. While maintaining the re-
maining inlet conditions fixed: operating pressure of 1 bar, inlet fuel
and air temperatures of 1023 K, fuel utilization of 75%, air ratio of 8.93,
steam to carbon ratio equal to 2, the shift reaction is at equilibrium, The
specific SOFC fuel consumption depends on the current density ac-
cording to the following equations (Hawkesa et al., 2006).

= − + +r 0.3577i 0.8738i 1.5106 i 0.00613 2 (2)

= − + − +E 0.0607r 0.253r 0.4536 r 0.6593eff
3 2 (3)

= ×ucons 3600/(E LHV )eff NG (4)

where i is the current density, r is the load factor, Eeff is the SOFC en-
ergy efficiency, ucons is the unit fuel consumption (m3/kWh) and
LHVNG is the lower heating value of natural gas.

3.3. Flow battery

With the rapid increase in production of intermittent energy sources
such as wind and solar, there is an increasing need for large-scale
electrical energy storage systems to more efficiently match supply and
demand for these renewable sources. A flow battery is a fully re-
chargeable electrical energy storage device where the energy compo-
nent is dissolved in the electrolyte itself. The electrolyte is stored in
external tanks, usually one corresponding to the negative electrode and
one to the positive electrode. The key differentiating factor of flow
batteries is that the power and energy components are separate and can
be scaled independently. The capacity is a function of the amount of
electrolyte and concentration of the active ions, whereas the power is
primarily a function of electrode area within the cell. This study is
considered all Vanadium flow batteries (VFB) as an example of flow
batteries to use in the hybrid system. The redox reaction for the VFB is
provided by two solutions of vanadium ions pumped through the cell
stacks from storage tanks external to the stack. The solution pumpedFig. 1. The block diagram of the hybrid system.

Fig. 2. Monthly average electric power consumption of 500 typical households.
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